This paper describes explicitly all simplicial stochastic nonregular nonexceptional Bernstein algebras of type (3, n -3). Consequently, the Bernstein problem of type (3,n -3) is settled, since the regular and exceptional cases have already been done. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc.
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FERNiNDEZ not play a role in the production of offspring's types. Let the mating in the population be at random and without selection. Then the state x ' = <x~>~= 1 in the next generation will be x; = Cpij,kxixj (1 <k =G n).
(1) i,j over 0% Moreover, the pair (A, S) is a simplicial stochastic algebra (see [20, p. 1503 f or a general definition; we say "stochastic algebra" for short). This means that the product of any elements x, y E A"-' belongs to A""-'. There is a remarkable connection between the stationary properties of an evolutionary operator and some property of the corresponding algebra A: the operator V is stationary if and only if the identity (x-2)" = s( g2x2 (3) holds. . A linearly independent set C$ in A is said to be stochastic if A(+> * A(4) C A(+), where A(+> is the simplex spanned by the set 4. Therefore, a Bernstein algebra is an algebra with a stochastic realization if and only if it has a stochastic basis. Now let Q, = {e 1, * * * > e,} be a stochastic basis of a Bernstein algebra (A, w), and Aij, k the corresponding multiplicative constants, that is, eiej = &hij kek; since the basis is stochastic, hij k > 0 and Ck h, k = 1; since the algebra is commutative, hij k = hji, k. Thus, we may consider hij, k as the hereditary coefficients of a stationary evolutionary operator, which we denote by V,.
In the following we will consider the elements of a stochastic basis indiscriminately as vectors of the algebra or as types of the s.e.o. It was proved in [14] that dim V, (and then dim V,> does not depend on the choice of the idempotent element, so one can define type A = (m, 6).
wherem-l=dimV,and6=dimV,(son=dimA=m+6).Products between elements of V, and V, satisfy the following relations:
(2)" = U"(W) = u3 = u(uv) = u(u") = (zm)' = u20z = 0 (5) for all u E V, and v E V,. On the other hand, the set of idempotent elements is Z(A) = (e + u + u2 ( u E V,}, and if 2 = e + U + U2 is another idempotent, then
'0 = y asw aql 01 pa$eIal 91. An external kinship chain is a sequence of stochastic sets (8) such that in every pair (aa,, @'k+ i> the set Qk + 1 is an external reduction of $.
If such a kinship chain does exist for given @I and Q,, one can say that Let x = C;= 1 xiei be an element of kerf. Then by (7) and (8) 
STOCHASTIC BASES FOR THE TYPE (3, n -3)
Bernstein solved the Bernstein problem for n = 3. (The case n = 2 is trivial.) For all n > 3 the Bernstein problem in the regular case and the exceptional case was completely solved by Yu. Lyubich in a series of papers (see the book [20] and the references there). In [7] we described explicitly all s.e.o.'s of type (3, 2) (4, 2) is regular.
Thus, the following Lyubich conjecture is true for n < 6: CONJECTURE 2.1.
Every nuclear s.e.o. is regular.
In this paper, we will describe, for all n, the stochastic bases of a
Bernstein algebra of type (3, n -3) and with dim U, = 1. It has been proved in [19] (see [6] for more information) that if A is a nonregular nonexceptional
Bernstein algebra of type (3, n -3) then A" is isomorphic to the algebra Some properties of the algebra A are:
(1) The subspace U," does not depend on choice of the idempotent element and it has dimension 1. We will denote this subspace by V,. Ul> v2> * *. > v,-2 are linearly independent, e,,, = e + P,.+~u + C~~~ffklkk and ej = e + pju + vj_2 for j = r + 2,. . . , s.
Finally, by the relation A2 c (I?, U T2 ) we obtain that the types el, for s + 1 < 1 < n, are vanishing. This completes the proof of the lemma. H Table I , where e + u1 + o1 E A, and 0 < h, < 1 for all 1. By the induction assump- Table 2 , where 0 < h < 1, and by Lemma 1.3 and the induction assumption, the scalars q, Pi, yi must be different from zero for 2 < i < YL We have that ee, @ r u r", so r u r' and I' u I"' must be I-essential faces. Then, e,?_ ie, = (e,2_ r + e,)/2; but this is impossible. Therefore, we have proved that m, = 2.
In the rest of the proof we will assume that rr = [e,, . . . The element e, is an idempotent element and e, E A2. Now Lemmas 2.2 and I.3 imply that rri = r + 2, and therefore there exists a standard basis such that the coordinates of the stochastic basis @ with respect to the standard basis are of the form shown in Table 3 , where the scalars cxi, p,, -yi are different from zero. Thus, r2 = [en_2, e,], and by Lemma 1.1 one of the faces Ii u r,, r2 u r, is I-essential. But this is impossible, since ee, P rr u r, and e,"_ ie, E r2 u r,. Therefore, we have obtained a contradiction that comes from the supposed condition dim(A, n A2> = 3. This implies that dim( A, n A2> = 2. The element e is an idempotent ; u2 E V,,, vl E V,; u,, u, is a basis of U,; v1> 02,. . . , on_3 is a basis of V,; and ak < 0 for all k. there is no a pair j,,j, such that all xi's depend only on xl, + xjz, x: (i f _ir, _i2).
